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Team Building at Brooklands Hotel
ACTIVITIES



What Firebird Events Can Do For You

Meticulous planning is at the centre of every successful event. They say ‘It’s all in the detail,’ and here at Firebird Events Ltd, we
ensure no detail is overlooked.

Offering the most comprehensive range of exceptional team building, developmental and motivational activities in the UK, our
experienced and friendly team are able to bring your event to life whilst enhancing your team’s skills, in a fun and all-inclusive
environment.

We have helped to enrich team and management skills such as leadership, communication, trust, personal development, time
management and goal achievement in countless companies, and would be delighted to help you plan a fun-filled team event.

This comprehensive guide allows you to choose your favourite activities and services, enabling flexibility within budgets.

Please note that all costs are subject to VAT

Team Building Activities

• Our fantastic team are creative, knowledgeable, experienced, friendly and fun. Thanks to our drive, dedication and attention to
detail, we will deliver you an unforgettable event experience.

• We listen. We can provide you with great ideas, bespoke solutions and reliable service, helping you to create an event which
suits your needs and objectives.

• Well established within the industry since 2000, our reputation and fantastic relationships have enabled us to work with an
array of clients, including many large corporations and top UK venues, time and time again.

• We can provide everything from a single activity, to an entirely produced event, providing first class team building days and
corporate events.

• Our hard work has been recognised within the event industry, winning awards in the category of “Best Event Provider” at the
M&IT industry awards – silver in 2018, bronze in 2019 and silver in 2020.

• Firebird Events are covered by a minimum of £1 million Public Liability Insurance.

See our showreel https://youtu.be/yqzlMQoba3E

Why Firebird Events?

https://youtu.be/yqzlMQoba3E


Who – What – Where - When?

Critical information that helps us provide the best activities for you:

Client

Name and contact details of the client, or name and contact details of the client and their industry, if a corporate client.

Date

This is necessary for us to check availability, however we can put a proposal together without one.

Number and Type of Delegates

It is helpful for us to get an understanding of the demographics in terms of gender split, age range of delegates, and
whether the delegates are from one sector i.e. directors, sales, finance or a mix.

Specifics

Do you have something in mind already, or would you like us to inspire you? Would you like your event indoors or
outdoors? Is it just for fun, or do you have any objectives that need to be incorporated? Do you have a venue booked?

Timings

When do you want to start – morning, afternoon or evening? How long do you want the event to run, or is it over
multiple days?

Past Events

Have you done something in the past you would like to repeat? Or something you would prefer to avoid?

Budget

Do you have a price per head or an overall budget? What have you spent in the past?



The Enigma Project comprises of a series of short, 
interactive spy related challenges. It can be run as 
either a 3 hour activity (8 challenges), or as a 6 hour 
activity (16 challenges). It can be run anywhere in the 
world and is suitable for groups of 10 - 1,000 
participants.

There are 23 activities for you to choose from, 
including; cerebral code breaking challenges to 
deactivate bombs, deciphering clues to crack open 
safes, adrenaline filled shooting challenges and more... 
Within these options, there are challenges which cover 
communication, team spirit, diversity, support, 
efficiency, time management, flexibility, control and 
leadership. Our expert facilitators can discuss how 
teams applied each of these skills, as part of ‘Mission 
Analysis’ at the end of each activity.

Your group will be split into teams and will rotate 
around your selected activities. Throughout the day, 
teams compete to win as many Spy Dollars as possible 
(bespoke branded Spy Dollars are available for an 
additional fee). However, nothing is fair in the world of 
espionage and teams will quickly learn that there may 
be other means of earning their Spy Dollars! The team 
with the most Spy Dollars at the end of the day, will be 
crowned ‘champions’ and receive a winner’s trophy!

All our staff are experienced event instructors, many are ex-
military / special forces, so you can be sure that you will have a 
fun and exciting day in a safe and controlled environment.

INSIDE RECOMMENDED
ACTIVITIES:

Code Breaking 
Safe Cracking 

Agents In Disguise 
Casino Royale

ID Parade
What, Where, When
Agents International

Photo Fit

OUTSIDE RECOMMENDED
ACTIVITIES:

Minefield Breach
Thunderball 

Mortar Attack
39 Steps

Dead Letter Box
Sniper Shooting 

Axe Throwing
Pistol Draw

Full details of each activity are available upon request

Notes
Activity Duration: 1.5 – 3 hours (ideally 3 hours)
Guest Numbers: 10 - 500

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_NFxjLrIfs


Picture this - you’re left to fend for yourself, exposed to the elements, 
without all the luxuries that you take for granted. In this team building
activity, you and your colleagues will learn core survival techniques, while
taking part in fun challenges. From shelter building to navigation skills, 
you must work as a team as you complete various challenge zones.

Challenge zones will be set up, in which each team must rotate around, 
until all challenges have been completed. Teams will receive all the 
equipment and instruction they need to ensure a real life and safe
experience for all abilities. Please note there are both indoor and
outdoor options and a full list of challenges with descriptions is available
upon request. This is a fun and rewarding event, that requires quick-
thinking and initiative. The aim of the day, is for teams to successfully 
complete all the tasks given to them by their survival instructor.
Completing tasks earns Jungle Dollars, with the team earning the 
most Dollars being declared ‘Survival Champions!!’

Activity options: quicksand challenge, bush tucker banquet, shelter
building, navigation, snake pit challenge, water source challenge, plane 
crash, memory map, fire skills, search and rescue skills and rescue knots.  
Full descriptions of each activity is available upon request

Notes

Activity Duration: 2 hours - 4 activities, 2.5 hours - 5 activities, 3 hours - 6 activities
Location: Inside and / or outside
Guest Numbers: 15 – 120 (bigger groups are possible)

CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-qizlG8yzM


Mount Everest, Earth's highest mountain above sea level, located in
the Mahalangur Himal sub-range of the Himalayas is the world’s 
highest mountain peak standing at a mighty 8,848 metres and has long 
been an aspirational summit for adventurers from around the globe. Its
size, remote location and staggering beauty don’t hide the fact that it 
is also one of the most dangerous mountains in the world.

Bear Grylls was the youngest Brit at the time to reach the summit and BGSA is
making it possible for teams of all sizes and abilities across the country to work
together to reach the SUMMIT too! The journey will take you on the famed
mountain itself where you will face extreme conditions which, if not properly
prepared, can lead to dire medical
emergencies. The process of making the summit isn’t just about physical endurance, however
– this is also an adventure of strategy. Your team will have to make critical decisions
around fundraising, equipment packing and route planning.

In this indoor team building activity, teams are encouraged to work together to face these
challenges head on – racing to be the first not only to reach the summit but also to return
back down safely.
Achieving stronger communication skills, enhancing your teams strategic planning, teamwork, 
team building and becoming better leaders, also whilst reinforcing delegation and motivation,
are just a few of the learning outcomes which are delivered in "Summit" – all while learning 
what it takes to summit the highest mountain in the world! Are you ready to conquer the
challenge?

Notes

Activity Duration: 2 – 2.5 hours (indoors)
Set Up Time: 1 hour
Guest Numbers: 10 – 100 (bigger groups are possible)
Our Requirements: Use of venues freezer to store our ice, tables,chairs for guests and some trestle tables and floor space for all equipment.



Take one… Direct, act and edit a movie, using iPad Air, in this 
fun and creative film making event.

Teams are given a short brief on the subject of their films, but you choose the 
medium - short film, documentary, music video, comedy sketch, promotional 
film or advertisement.

Then it’s time to get creative as teams plan their storyboard and assign roles 
to their team, deciding who will be the Director and who will be in charge of 
filming, sound, costumes, location, acting and editing.

Armed with tripods, lighting and microphone booms, and with access to our 
extensive collection of fancy dress costumes and props, teams then get into 
the ‘zone’ to film their movies. 

Once the films are ‘in the can’ teams edit their movies using pre-installed apps, where they can zoom, 
cut, and add simple film effects. They can also choose from a bank of sound effects and music to 
create their soundtrack.

As a fun finale, teams’ movies are shown on our large screen, with the winning team receiving their 
prizes in a closing awards ceremony. We can also award spot prizes for categories such as ‘best 
costume’, ‘best editing’ and ‘best actors’.

Notes

Activity Duration: 3 - 4 hours
Guest Numbers: 10 – 150

iPad

Movie

Making



An impressive and exciting 

departure from reality, The Escape 

Room is the ultimate immersive 

problem-solving team activity. Grab 

your most trusted comrades, 

sharpen your mind and senses, and 

see if you can outwit The Escape 

Room!

TABLE TOP ESCAPE GAME

Our tabletop escape game is the most
portable escape game on the market.
Taking all the fun and challenges of an
escape game, we have condensed it
down into a tabletop challenge. split into
teams players must work together to
crack into the safe, solving a series of
puzzles and clues along the way. taking
on the roles of professional bank thieves,
working together for one last score. A
local bank's security has grown pretty lax
as of late and you know it's the perfect
time to strike. you must work fast, as you
are not the only team of criminals after
this perfect prize. After overcoming the
initial problem of escaping police
custody, your team must complete the
challenges in order to get the security
code of the banks safe. The first team to
do so will be taking home the gold!

Duration: up to 60 minutes

Number of guests: 2 – 500 people

Requirements: 1 round table per team, 
chairs are optional, a microphone and pa 
system for groups of 50 people or more

Install time: 30 minutes
Removal time: 30 minutes

OUTDOOR ESCAPE GAME

The outdoor escape game can be set up
in most outdoor spaces, no longer
confined to a room, this escape room
style experience will have you racing to
solve clues in the great outdoors. This
game encourages teams to work
together in a pressure‐cooker
environment as they compete in a
head‐to‐head race with colleagues and
friends. At each checkpoint, there will
be a puzzle or clue to put your team to
the test. Be the first team to solve all
of the puzzles and return to base to
claim victory!

Duration: 60 minutes per session

Number of guests: 2 – 100 people per 
session

Requirements: indoor room for event
brief / debrief, open area i.e. large
garden, lawn, woods, a microphone
and pa system for groups of 50 people
or more

Install time: 1.0 hour
Removal time: 1.0 hour

OFFICE LOCKDOWN

By commandeering your offices,
breakout space, conference room, or
unused meeting room, we will transform
your workplace or venue into an
exhilarating escape room experience.
One night you and your team are working
late, trying to get a head start on the
Johnson account. As the clock strikes
MIDNIGHT AND you prepare to leave,
something strange happens and you
suddenly find yourselves waking up hours
later in your now ransacked office. Files
and documents litter the ground, the
phones are not working and the
computers are down. Worse still, the
doors have been locked. Something
strange is happening and you need to get
out fast before things become worse.

Duration: 20 – 60 minutes per session

Number of guests: 2 – 30 people per 
room / session

Notes: we can run many sessions within
a 4 hour period if you have multiply
groups, we need 5 minutes (for 1 room)
,10 minutes (for 2 rooms), 15 minutes
(for 3 rooms) between each session to
reset the activity

Requirements: 1 meeting room / office
space of 4m x 4m or bigger, 3 x 4ft x 2ft
(or bigger) tables, 6 chairs per room

Install time: 2.0 hours
Removal time: 1.0 hour



Madly manic, and frantically funny… Challenge 100 is creatively competitive.
How many challenges can your team complete, before the time is up?

Your team will need to complete a range of creative, technical, mental, sensory,
problem solving, physical and general knowledge games and activities. Time
management, strategy and excellent use of individual team members’ skills is the
key to victory in this fast-paced team building challenge extravaganza!

Team challenges include; puzzle solving, boom-whacking, bell ringing, balloon
modelling, trigonometry solving, cup stacking, beer mat flipping, giant dice
building, mystery solving, etiquette relay racing, hand shadow making, jelly bean
conversion scoring, blindfolded drawing, domino rallying, sailor knot-tying, card
pyramid building, play doh modelling, plate spinning, juggling, hula hooping, Lego
tower building and LOTS more. To say there's "something for everyone" would be
an understatement!

On completion of each team challenge, groups are rewarded with fun money.
Activities are categorised by difficulty - the more difficult the activity, the more fun
money is awarded.

Teams will need to decide on their strategy: quality vs. quantity. Should you
attempt to complete as many of the smaller team games as possible, earning your
money gradually, or spend longer working on the more challenging team building
activities for a bigger pay out?

Notes

Activity Duration: 1 - 4 hours (ideal time: 2.5 hours) 
Ideal Team sizes: 5 - 8 People
Guest Numbers: 10 - 500 (minimum 10 participants)
Our Requirements: 10 x 6ft round or rectangle tables with cloths



At the end of the session each team will be Pitch Perfect - pitching their product, brand and marketing strategy to the judges before 
performing their advert in a fun finale!

The debrief - teams are given the chance to answer the judges’ questions before THE BIG BOSS makes a decision. Be prepared for some 
criticism as teams are ‘sacked.’ Finally the team, or individual, who has impressed the most, will become THE APPRENTICE!

Apprentice Challenge improves communication, inspires creativity, innovative thinking, business skills, budget control, time management, 
sense of achievement, team spirit and most importantly – it’s fun!

Notes
Activity Duration: 2 - 3 hours
Guest Numbers: 10 – 100

The Apprentice’ meets ‘Dragon’s Den’ in this exciting and enterprising team
building activity. Testing skills and business acumen, teams go head- to-head to
impress The Boss and get hired.

The brief is to invent a new product that will blow the competition away! Teams are
tasked with being creative, understanding the customer and their needs, staying within
budget, and most importantly, working together as a team.

Each team will complete a set number of challenges with a different 'apprentice'
leading the way. The number of challenges depend on you and your time available.

The challenges are:

• Innovative Inventions - Using materials provided, create a working prototype of a new 
invention.

• Battle of the Brands - Teams must turn their product into a brand, giving it a catchy name and 
logo.

• Marketing Plan -Teams must decide on how to market their product or brand - where will it be 
sold, and how to engage with and attract their target market.

• Commercial Break - Teams use props and costumes provided to compose a 30 second advert.

• Show Me the Money - Teams must then calculate a Recommended Retail Price that will make 
them the best profit.

• Trashy Fashion - Teams design and create an outfit out of bin bags, ribbons, tin foil and other 
craft materials.



murder investigat on
Immerse your team, push boundaries and open your eyes to the challenges faced by Detectives and Crime Scene 

Investigators. The “Killing” team event, created by senior Ex-Detectives and forensic scientists, is the most 
immersive and thrilling experience there is. Be entertained and captivated through a series of forensic challenges 
using real equipment, giving you the opportunity to solve the case through the actual methods employed by real

Crime Scene Investigators.

CEO Jonathan Buckley has been found murdered in his office… from blood, ballistics, fingerprinting, DNA and 
much more your teams will need to solve this crime and catch the perpetrator! Delve into your team files, police 

statements, evidence and snippets of information! All of this will help your team to solve who committed the
bloody murder!

Are you ready to find out what the motive is? How the murder took place? What evidence is available to connect 
suspect(s) to the crime scene? Unlike the event, it will be quick and easy to uncover how the activity ‘The Killing’ is

so prestigious.

THE KILLING ACTIVITY INCLUDES:

Full briefing from our enthusiastic trainer 
Fingerprint masterclass (including taking your own & dusting for fingerprints)

Background to the crime! 
DNA, forensic dentistry, hair & fibre analysis, fingerprinting, blood spatter patterns, 

Ballistic examination (bullets), constructing photo fits (using fbi software)
The evidence is collated and teams come to a conclusion 

Medals are awarded to the winning teams

Notes

Activity Duration: 2 – 3 hours (we recommend 3 hours)

Guest Numbers: 10 – 500

Teams: Approx 8 people per team

Set Up Time: 1 hour

Furniture Requirements: Tables and chairs for guests and 2 x 6ft x 2ft trestle tables for our 

equipment

AV Requirements: Screen and Projector (or plasma screen), speakers, HDMI cable for our 

laptop, if guest numbers are beyond 50 people we also require a handheld radio microphone.

Firebird can provide this if required: £POA 

Notes: We longer issue CSI suits, the Covid pandemic caused a shortage of them

VIDEO CLICK HERE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RqQ4poL98b8


Cross 

between an

escape

room and

race

against the

time

activity!

In this fast In this fast-paced prison-
themed escape room style activity, you 
and your team will be given 45 - 60 
minutes on the clock to solve all of the 
puzzles and break in the governor’s office 
and escape over the wall.

With a variety of activities that are mental,
hands-on and creative, the challenge is
designed to keep teams engaged in this 
classic race against time!

Expect to be immersed in the race to
escape prison as you break out of your
prison cell, decipher puzzles and
conundrums to win points for your team!
Not only are you racing against time and
the other teams but you are also trying to
discover who is the "corrupt" prison guard.

Throughout the event, you will collect digits in 
order to make your way into the governor’s 
office. What will you find when you finally break
in... get ready for the finale where all teams go 
head to head in a race against each other to
build something that will allow them to escape 
over the wall and be crowned the winners of
'Crack The Code!’ Do you think you have what it 
takes to escape?

NOTES

Activity Duration: 1 hour

Guest Numbers: 10 – 500

Set Up Time: 30 minutes (ideally 45 minutes)

Teams: Approx 8 – 10 people per team

Furniture Requirements: Tables and chairs for guests and 3 x 6ft x 2ft trestle tables for our equipment

AV Requirements: Screen and Projector (or plasma screen), speakers, HDMI cable for our laptop, if guest numbers 

are beyond 50 people we also require a handheld radio microphone. Firebird can provide this if required: £POA

VIDEO CLICK HERE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jCT1aOn2RYw


This collaborative event is a rollercoaster of an activity! 

Working in small teams, you will first have to solve

some puzzles in order to ‘earn’ your building
materials for the activity ahead. Then you’ll be
tasked with creating a section of rollercoaster track
with rods and cable ties. Your incredible feat of
engineering needs to be strong enough to propel a
football along it, whilst adhering to our strict 
building regulations – beware the building 
inspectors, they will be out in force!

Ultimately, teams will join their sections together  to 
make one giant rollercoaster for a fun football-
rolling finale! It’s a team effort, and communication
between teams - for hints, tips and technical
knowledge – is both encouraged and necessary!

Rollercoaster will help enhance team work, ability 
to prioritise, problem solving, time management, 
organisation, creative thinking and leadership
under time restraints.

Notes

Activity Duration: 45 minute – 2 hour

(Indoors or weather permitting outdoors)

Guest Numbers: 10 – 400 people

Our requirements: 1 x 6ft x 2ft trestle table per team and 2 x 6ft x 2ft

trestle tables for our equipment



PLAN “B”
Birds, Bees, Bugs & Butterflies

An eco-friendly team event where teams make items that benefit nature.

Teams begin by completing a series of challenges in order to earn their materials. Challenges are eco and 
nature themed and promote teamwork, communication and collaboration.

Once teams have earned their equipment, they then work together to assemble a selection of bird 
feeders, bee hotels, butterfly feeders and bug houses (enough for everyone to make one).

Each person will also make their own bird food treats, equipped with perch, for their feathered friends! 
And, as a treat for the bees and butterflies, each person will hand roll some wildflower seed bombs! At 
the end of the event guests will have bonded as a team, spent time learning about and appreciating 
nature and will each have their goodie bags to take with them - either to use in their own garden or 
outside the office.

Benefits: Mindfulness, wellbeing, eco-awareness, relaxation, collaboration, time management, team 
spirit, creativity, logical problem solving, communication, co-ordination, social interaction, sense of 
achievement and fun!

What is included

• Event manager and team building instructors

• All activity equipment

• Team puzzles and challenges

• Finished projects to take home

• Team packs and stationery

• Fun prizes

Notes
Activity Duration: 1 – 3 hours (indoors)
Guest Numbers: 5 – 100



TEAM APPRENTICE

In an eco-special edition of our popular event, teams must invent and
create a product out of recycled “scrap”.

From a variety of (clean!) junk items such as cardboard tubes, CDs, fabric 
offcuts, old magazines and newspapers and much, much more, teams 
create a new invention, product or sustainable clothing brand.

Not only must they use the recycled materials provided to make a 
prototype of their invention, but their product itself must also benefit 
the environment in some way.

Then, in the style of The Apprentice and Dragon’s Den, teams must 
demonstrate their business acumen in a bid to impress the boss and get 
hired!

To make their product a success, teams must turn their product into a 
brand, giving it a catchy name and logo. They must identify their target 
market to ensure that their choice of logo and colours will appeal to the 
right audience as well as having “shelf appeal” against its competitors! 
Teams then write a marketing plan to demonstrate how they intend to 
market their product (market?), where it will be sold and how they will 
attract customers.

As a bonus task, teams can also produce promotional products by 
painting their own zero waste reusable coffee mugs and bags for life. 
Teams then pitch their product, brand and marketing strategy in a 
presentation to the judges, before performing a 30 second advert in a 
fun finale!

Notes

Activity duration: 2 – 3 hours (indoors)

Guest numbers: 10 – 300
Requirements: 6ft round table per team, chairs and 3 x 6ft x 2ft trestle tables for our equipment



CHALLENGE

Teams compete in eco-friendly challenges. Guests visit different activity areas where our
instructors will set them an environmentally friendly themed team building challenge. Points are 
awarded depending on teams’ performance in the challenges and at the end of the event, the 
team with the most points will be crowned the winner! Guests also get to take the projects they
have made home with them, or back to the office. Although flexible, the standard format includes
up to 5 of the following activities, run in 20-30 minute sessions:

WAX WORKS (PRACTICAL) – Teams make a set of wax wraps to banish cling film from their kitchen!

BOTTLE PAINTING (CREATIVE) – Teams paint themselves personalised reusable water bottles to stay hydrated 
wherever they go!

TOTES AMAZEBAGS (CREATIVE) – Teams design and paint reusable tote bags to reduce the need for plastic 
carrier bags.

ECO-LOGICAL (MENTAL) – Teams solve our team building games that are built using eco ply, a material made 
from plastic bottles.

GREEN CLEANING (PRACTICAL) – Teams make a set of plastic-free and eco friendly cleaning bombs to use 
around the house or office.

JARDEN PARTY (PRACTICAL) – Teams upcycle a jam jar to make a self-watering mini ecosystem terrarium. 

SEED PAPER (PRACTICAL) – Teams make their own plantable seed paper.

GREEN MACHINE (PRACTICAL) – Teams create a self-propelled vehicle that can be raced in a fun finale!

Notes

Activity Duration: 2.5 – 3.0 hours (indoors)

Guest Numbers: 10 – 200 +

Our Requirements: Tables and chairs for guests and 3 x 6ft x 2ft trestle tables for our equipment



We offer companies bespoke wellbeing events based on their business needs
and culture. We create dedicated programmes delivered by the best speakers,
trainers, teachers and therapists. All highly qualified and recommended, our
sessions are ideal for teams looking to introduce wellbeing elements such
as trying a learning lunch, or enjoying an alternative team rewards day. From
morning yoga and jogging sessions to enliven your event attendees, to
evening relaxation experiences, we have a unique insight into what’s popular,
creating good energy for days to come.

By supporting good mental and physical health in the workplace you
increase energy, motivation and productivity. Wellness initiatives create a
shared goal and purpose for people inside and outside of work. This brings
teams and colleagues together and builds camaraderie. Wellbeing in the
workplace can help decrease personal and professional stress. Fitness,
nutrition, mindfulness and meditation all offer scientifically proven ways of
reducing and managing stress.

Areas of expertise include:

• Physical therapy and treatments - virtual reality massage, hypnotherapy, musical 
hypnotherapy, kinesiology, shiatsu, massage, tai chi, reiki, Alexander technique, yoga, 
yoga nidra, breathing workshops, mindfulness in motion, sound meditation / sound 
healing with gongs and the Rosen method

• Craft and creativity - creative drop-in activities run in your office, break out spaces 
over lunch, or throughout the day. Employees can drop in based on their schedules to 
recharge their batteries and try something new, or we can offer scheduled group 
sessions providing a great opportunity for teams to collaborate and think differently. 
Options include; mindful photography, colouring workshops, calligraphy, mala bead 
making, aromatherapy, art and emotional intelligence, macramé, needle felting and 
making neon art

• Mindfulness - happiness and performance

• Stress management

• Mental health training

• Digital health

• Sleep therapy

• Nutritional advice

• Resilience and fitness

Please note that due to the bespoke nature of these events, all costs and requirements are 
provided on application

W E L L N E S S



Expressive and collaborative, group drumming is inspired by 
team work and a love of music that anyone can take part in.

Incredibly fun and creative, ‘Drum Circle’ can enhance your team and their 
communication skills, helping your group and business thrive. 

Throughout history drumming has been used as a form of communication. 
From ancient tribes to armies of the world; from religious ceremonies to music 
therapy in medicine - rhythm surrounds and permeates every aspect of our 
daily lives. 

Taking groups of between 10 to 1500 people, we can effortlessly transform 
them into an exciting drumming orchestra! Supported by REMO (the largest 
drum company in the world) we can also offer you the largest selection of high 
quality instruments around.  Within a very short space of time our superb 
Drum Facilitator (the ‘Conductor’) will get your group, playing music together 
and blending simple African beats with Samba rhythms.

Notes 

Activity Duration: 30 minutes – 2 Hour Activity

For video CLICK HERE

Both practical and fun, our high impact ‘Conductors’ will energise the room, 
delivering new challenges to the team that will promote both commitment 
and focus. This creative workshop is a platform where individuality can be 
expressed, transforming your group into a high performance drumming 
team! 

Benefits: Promotes high energy fun, highlight business messages, transcends
hierarchy, age and cultural barriers, brings departments together, 
and creates a unique company sound.

https://youtu.be/mW0zvIN-_vA


notes

V I D E O.

C R E A T E A

This is a team building event like no other - we bring the equipment, 
outfits and facilitators so you can recreate a famous music video!

Teams will need to work together to pick their roles, record their own 
vocal parts over our pre-recorded backing track, choose their 
costumes and plan their video - which is ‘shot’ on location.

Not only awesomely fun, it also brings teams together in a creative 
environment, from ‘brief’ to music video, in a short time-frame. After 
the event, we then professionally edit and send the footage to you as 
an everlasting memento of the day.

The ‘final edit’ is often shared regularly between colleagues - an 
experience that lasts long into the future.

Notes
Activity Duration: 3 - 6 hour activity (ideal time: 4 hours)
Guest Numbers: 5 – 100 
What is included: Event staff, film crew, sound equipment, all AV equipment, props, video editing

Video CLICK HERE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4a-7c344bM&amp;feature=youtu.be


This team building activity is a stroke of genius! As a team you must release
your inner artists and paint a masterpiece of epic proportions…

Split into teams of 6-8, each team must complete one section of the 
masterpiece. Not quite as straightforward as it seems, teams will need to 
collect information, blue prints and paints to complete their work of art.

With something for everyone, guests don’t have to be artistic – but with a little 
creative flair, you’ll be amazed what you can achieve. In addition to this, teams 
will also need to complete a series of mini trials. These tasks involve logical 
quizzes, puzzles, mental and visual challenges, and even some engineering.

This team build highlights the importance of teamwork, builds trust 
between and within teams, let’s individuals focus on the ‘bigger 
picture!’, and helps sharpen problem solving, time management, 
organization and leadership skills.

At the end of the session the individual canvases will be joined 
together to create a renowned painting.  At previous events the 
standard of the final artwork has been extremely high - most 
companies take their canvases away to be put up in their offices.

Notes
Activity Duration: 1 – 2.5 hours (indoors)
Guest Numbers: 10 – 600 (although for best results +30 people)
Our Requirements: 1 x 6ft round table with chairs per team and 3 x 6ft x 2ft
trestle tables for our equipment 

MASTERPIECE



Create a sculpture that represents your company culture – it’s a
fun and creative way to see how your company shapes up!

This challenging workshop gives individuals and teams a real opportunity to express
themselves, creatively. Using Mod Roc plaster, paper, clay and mixed media, you can
either work in teams on a number of small sculptures, or you can craft sections that
when put together at the end, form one large sculpture. The only proviso is that the
sculpture must epitomize your company’s culture or something that represents the
company – its logo, theme, message or MD!

With Art Tutors on hand to demonstrate and explain the various techniques, the
only limit to your creativity is your imagination. The array of sculptures is always
amazing and the different ways groups depict the same message is always diverse.

Objectives:
To provide a light-hearted opportunity for individuals to work together as a team. To
promote creativity and breakdown inhibitions and to learn new skills as part of a
team.

The Result:
The final sculptures will be displayed in your very own Art Gallery at the end of the
session. If appropriate, our Art Tutors will then choose a winning sculpture, and the
group chosen will be crowned ‘Culture Sculpture Winners’.

What is included:
Experienced art tutors, disposable table covers, aprons, gloves, sculpture tools,
materials, chicken wire, mod roc, air dry clay, willow canes, art paper, paints, fabrics,
beads and recycled materials such as foam, packaging, cardboard and team prizes.

Please note that your company will be responsible for
taking the sculptures away at the end of the session.

Notes
Activity Duration: 1.5 – 3 hours (indoors) 
Guest Numbers: 10 – 130

Culture Sculpture



TM

LEGO ANIMATION WORKSHOP
Could your company benefit from a stimulating experience? Does your team ever get a
chance to express themselves openly? Want to have fun?

These highly interactive sessions are structured to inspire and develop attendees to think
creatively, reason systematically, and in turn release their potential - building blocks for
the future if you will!

Once briefed on the subject of their films, its over to the teams to decide whether they would like to
do a short film, documentary, music video, comedy sketch, promotional video or advertisement.

Planning their storyboards, the team must then assign roles to their team, deciding who will be the
Director, who will be in charge of building the sets, filming, sound, voice acting / voice overs and
editing.

With access to our extensive collection of Lego scenery, characters and props, and armed with
tripods, lighting and microphone booms, it’s time for the teams to get creative and film their work.

Once the films are ‘in the can’, teams can edit, zoom, cut, and add film effects such as black and
white or speed settings using pre-installed apps. Choosing from a bank of sound effects and music,
teams can also create their soundtrack.

As a fun finale, everyone gets to watch each other’s work on a large screen, with the winning team
receiving their prizes in an awards ceremony. Spot prizes can also be awarded for categories such as
‘Best set design’, ‘Best editing’ and ‘Best voice overs.’

Notes
Activity Timings: 2 - 4 hours (Indoors)
Guest Numbers: 10 – 100

Eighty years might have passed since the world’s most 
powerful brand was born in a Danish workshop, but the

thinking behind the name remains as strong as ever. 

“Leg Godt” (play well)

"LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO Group of companies which does not sponsor, authorize or endorse this activity"



Mindful Mandala Drawing – Guests draw and colour in their own 

mandala. Mandalas are a symbol of mindfulness and drawing 

them requires guests to “zone out” for a while and to think only 

about what to draw next, making this a super relaxing activity.

Mindful Medley.
Teams visit different activity areas where they can 

relax and enjoy some of our most mindful 

activities. Although flexible, the standard format 

includes up to 4 of the following activities, run in 

30 - 45 minute sessions over 2.5 – 3.0 hours.

Paint and Plant – A mix of our two most mindful activities – painting 

and planting! Guests paint themselves a plant pot and we’ll give them

a plant to put inside to nurture and bring some nature indoors.

Mini Terrarium Making –Guests make a miniature self-sustaining 

terrarium that will never need watering and will look after itself.

Mini Desert Zen Gardening – Guests plant a mini dessert terrarium 

with low maintenance cacti and succulents.

Bath Bomb Making – Guests make some bath bombs using soothing 

salts and relaxing fragrance oils. Don’t have a bath? Don’t worry, they 

can be used as shower steamers or in a bowl of hot water for a calming 

foot soak.

Candle Making – Guests make a candle using relaxing fragrance oils and a wood wick that 

makes a soothing crackle sound, perfect for ASMR. Candles are scientifically proven to soothe 

us, and their soft illumination helps us to calm down and even achieve a meditative state.

Play with Clay – Guests make a plant pot using air dry clay and we’ll give them a plant to put

inside to nurture and bring some nature indoors.

Abstract Embroidery – All the relaxation of embroidery but we’ve made it way less chintzy!

Guests use different colours and textures to make an abstract pattern that is unique to them.

Origami – Guest learn the ancient and relaxing art of paper folding.

Notes

Activity Duration: 2.5 – 3.0 hours (indoors)

Guest Numbers: 10 – 200

Our Requirements: Tables and chairs for guests and 3 x 6ft x 2ft trestle 

tables for our equipment



Terrarium Workshop

If you’ve ever wanted to build your very own self-
sustaining living garden, then look no further…

In this relaxed, creative workshop you will re-connect with nature, 
learning the whys and how's for making a self-contained living 
botanical environment. Inside your terrarium, your chosen plants will 
thrive off the moisture inside and will look after itself.

As part of the workshop we will teach you the fascinating history 
of terrariums before getting your hands dirty… Then you will be 
taught layering and planting techniques and get to choose the 
plants you’d like to include in your garden. Once built, we will run 
through some watering techniques and how to best position your 
garden, plus after-care advice too.

Enjoy being in the moment building your terrarium -
collaborating with colleagues in a calm and focused session 
and the best bit of all, is that you get to take your creation 
back to the office to display on your desk!

What is included:

• All materials, tools and equipment
• Terrarium plants and cacti
• Gloves, aprons and table covers
• Bags to take creations home
• Aftercare information sheets

Notes
Activity Duration: 1 – 2 hours (indoors or outdoors) 



WORKSHOP

Conjure up a truly magical day and learn secrets from the Magic Circle in this 
workshop that is more than what it seems!

Led by a professional Magic Circle magician, our fun and exciting team building 
workshop will take you through a brief history of magic. Then you will be taught a 
repertoire of carefully crafted magic tricks which everyone will be able to perform
by the end of the session.

Alongside the trickery, this activity is much more than magic – shown from a different 
perspective, you will learn universal principles and skills:

• Creative thinking and problem solving.
• How to break the ice at meetings.
• How to connect with your audience.
• Making your message memorable.
• Delivering a powerful performance.

Perfect for a conference energiser, ice breaker or away day, you will be able to 
entertain your colleagues, friends and family with what you have learned, as 
well as being more confident in your own abilities.

Itinerary includes:

• Introduction, magic show and brief history of magic.
• Learning magic tricks (guests will also be giving some tricks to take home).
• If time allows, groups can select a ‘winner’ for their group who goes head-to-head 

against other group winners . Find out who is the most magical team member.
• Skills recap and a show finale.

Notes
Activity Duration: 1 – 2 hours
Guest Numbers: 10 – 50
Video: CLICK HERE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uaiYKsOjPL8


Indulge in our Chocolate Factory Challenge where teams go 
head-to-head to invent a brand new box of chocolates!

First, teams must create their chocolates. With a wide range 
of ingredients, teams must choose which type of chocolate to 
use and which fabulous flavours to fill them with. Once you’ve 
decided, it’s time to get chocolatey! Combine and create your 
fillings and then smother them in melted chocolate. Icing, 
toppings and sprinkles make your chocolates complete.

Then it’s time to develop your brand – name, design, price 
and packaging. As all ingredients and packaging materials are 
priced, you’ll need to keep an eye on costs! Teams must then 
pitch their product and marketing strategy to the judges and 
perform their own advert as the fun finale! Bonus points can 
be earned by completing additional fun team games. Prizes 
will be awarded to the winning team, and everyone can take 
some of their creations home with them.

Aim of this chocolate coated team build – to encourage 
innovative thinking, develop business skills, stimulate 
creativity, improve time management, demonstrate budget 
control, promote healthy competition, build team spirit and 
develop communication skills and have fun!

Our Requirements

1 x round table per team (chairs optional)

5 x trestle tables for our equipment

Access to plug socket

Hand washing facilities near to the room

Notes

Activity Duration: 1 – 3 hours (indoors) 

Guest Numbers: 10 – 500



Making Workshop

Dip into the sumptuous world of chocolate, and learn what it 
takes to become a professional chocolatier! Indulge in and

create your own exquisite chocolates on this Wonka-ful 
workshop.

Perfect for chocoholics, the workshop begins with a
demonstration from our Chocolatier where guests will learn 
some fascinating facts about chocolate, whilst learning how to
make their own delicious delights.Experimenting with various
ingredients, you’ll soon be creating a selection of hand rolled
truffles, a chocolate lollipop and chocolates overflowing with
flavour. Straight from the melting pot, you can add your finishing 
touches with toppings, piping and decorations.

Finally, guests can proudly package up their hand made
chocolates in ribbon-tied bags to take home. We will also give 
each guest some recipe cards to take away, so you can continue
to explore your new-found chocolate making talents at home!

Our requirements

• Hand washing facilities near to the room

• Electrical points near activity area

• 1 x table per team, with chairs for guests (with enough table
space for everyone to work at and to lay out ingredients)

• 3 x trestle tables for our equipment

• Access to the room at least one hour before the workshop starts

Notes
Activity Duration: 1-2 hours (indoors)
Guest Numbers: 10 – 30



Delightfully delicious – get your bake on in this sweet treat of a day! With your own cook station, mini oven 
and recipe cards, your team will need to go head-to-head to beat the competition. Our expert chefs are on 
hand to give advice, tips and techniques on the three challenges you must face as a team.

What We Require
• Indoor space, with 2 hours set up time.

• 2 x tables per team (1 x team table, plus 1 x trestle table for oven).

• 3 x trestle tables for our equipment.

• Ability to have the fire alarms turned off in the activity room (if possible).

• 1500 Watts at 6 Amps of power per oven.

• Access to kitchen for washing up is desirable.

Signature Bake - Biscuits - Teams must take the biscuit (!) and perfect either shortbread, ginger snaps or chocolate chip cookies.

Technical Challenge - French Macarons - Not to be confused with macaroons, these are French, meringue based bakes that melt in the mouth and filled with
buttercream or ganache. Macarons are tricky to perfect and, just to make it more fun, we’ve deliberately kept the recipe basic to test teams’ baking
techniques!

Showstopper - Victoria Sponges – Show off your sugar craft skills by decorating with icing and handmade decorations. This event can be held as a competition,
with a prize for the winning team, or can be run as a relaxing collaborative event where everyone shares and enjoys creating their treats together!

Finale - Guests can display their bakes for judging and then relax whilst enjoying their endeavours – perfect for those with a sweet tooth!

Notes
Activity Duration: 2.5 – 4 hours (indoors)
Guest Numbers: 5 – 200

BAKE THAT!

What is included
• Event manager and First Aid and Food Hygiene trained staff. 
• Cooking utensils and equipment, mobile cookers.
• Cake decorating / sugar crafting tools and equipment.
• Ingredients, recipe cards, serving trays and cake stands.
• Bags and ribbons (for guests to take their treats home in).
• Table covers, gloves, aprons, props, costumes, team packs, stationery  & prizes.



Workshop
Have your mind blown, not frozen, by this indulgent and innovative ice
cream team build challenge!

Have fun, synchronize your taste buds and create a new flavour of ice cream
as a team. Then it’s up to you to develop your brand and marketing strategy in
order to maximise sales. But who will come top in the all-important taste test?
With a wide range of not-so-obvious ingredients, it’s up to you how
outrageously adventurous you become….remember Heston Blumenthal’s
gourmet egg and bacon ice cream?!

Once your culinary skills have been put to the test – it’s your marketing
abilities next. When you have come up with the name and design, you’ll need
to build your packaging prototype - which needs to reflect your brand and
appeal to your target market. Then put together an advertisement.

To make the process even more challenging, teams must stick to a limited
time scale and budget to achieve sweet success. Extra points can be earned by
completing additional fun quizzes and games.

The proof, as they say, is in the pudding – so after a rigorous tasting session
each team will present their sales pitch to the judges and perform their
adverts in a fun finale! Judges will then decide which team has produced the
most successful sundae and the ‘Happy Sundae Champions’ will be revealed!

What Is Included: Top quality ice cream making equipment, ingredients,
recipes (including dairy free alternatives), craft materials, information packs,
disposable table cover, gloves, aprons, props, costumes, First Aid and food
hygiene trained staff and prizes for the winning team.

Notes

Activity Duration: 2 - 3 hours (indoors) 
Guest Numbers: 5 – 130



PIZZA & PASTA MAKING
Suggested menu

With our chef on hand to guide them, the teams will
have lots of fun learning new skills… Teams will master
how to produce their very own home-made tomato
sauce, fresh pasta dough using our pasta machines, a
fresh pesto to dress the pasta (pasta can be served
hot or cold) and they will also learn how to serve the
perfect Cesar salad. To add a competitive edge, our
chef will come and judge each team based on criteria,
teamwork and presentation. Guests then sit down
together to enjoy their home-made dishes! Buon
appetito!!!

• 1 x 10” Margherita Pizza

• 1 x 10” La Reine pizza

• 1 x 10” Neapolitan Pizza

• Grissini sticks with a garlic mayo dip

• Home made tomato Provencal pizza sauce

• Hand rolled farfalle pasta with a fresh pesto, pine 
nuts and olives

• Classic Cesar salad (with or without anchovies)

• Optional dessert

What is included: Michelin star trained chefs, ovens,
all specialist equipment, ingredients, recipes, 5 star
rating with food standards agency, medals, aprons,
risk assessments, pli insurance and lots of fun.

Notes

Activity duration: 2.0 – 3.0 hours (indoors) 

Guest numbers: 5 – 99

Requirements: venue to provide all drinks,  tables, 

chairs, cutlery etc (a full list will be provided)

Pizza and pasta are still one of the most
popular choices on any menu… In this
team activity we will show you how to
perfect your pizza and pasta making
skills!

After splitting the group into teams, we
will begin with a warm up exercise….Our
pizza tossing relay challenge!! This is
followed by our Firebird chef giving a
pizza making demonstration, including
making and fermenting dough, knife
handling skills and a bit of health and
safety (no cooking experience required -
only a passion for excellent pizza and
pasta!)



Sushi has become a staple cuisine for many – but do you know how to make it?

Delicious, low in fat and packed full of vitamins and Omega 3 – it’s a superfood of sorts! This fun
and competitive session will help you work up an appetite whilst you create some sensational
Sushi! Say Sayonara to Supermarket Sushi after this workshop!

On arrival, your group will be greeted by our Firebird chef and event manager and treated to a glass of plum wine. You will then be divided 
into teams and given a brief history of, and some facts about, Sushi. Then our chef will give you a professional demonstration on both classic 
and modern Sushi such as Fu Maki, Ura Maki (Californian roll), Temaki and Nigirizushi.

Once you’ve been shown how to cook perfect rice it’s time to create your own masterpieces and come up with the best Sushi display. 
After judging by our chef, the winning team will be announced, and then you can enjoy the fruits of your labour.

What is included:

• Professional chef/s and helper.
• Utensils, chopping knives, sushi rolling mats, cooling racks etc.
• All Ingredients.
• Aprons, hats, hand gel etc.
• Team prizes.

What we require:

• 6ft round table per team.
• 4 x 6ft trestle tables for our demonstration area.
• Flip chart and pens per team.
• Washing facilities (if possible).
• We are happy to liaise with your venue on 

Notes

Activity Duration: 

Guest Numbers:

2 – 3 hours (indoors)

2 – 100 (team sizes are 6-8 people)



MOLECULAR GASTRONOMY.
Welcome to the weird and wonderful world of Molecular 
gastronomy, where food and science work together in harmony to 
make great food taste even better! Our Molecular Challenge activity 
is all about the food - if you are a foodie who dares to be different, 
then this is the team building activity for you... Be floored by flavour 
and you will see, feel, hear, smell and taste the difference, with this 
multi-sensory approach to cooking.

OPTION 1: MOLECULAR SPECTACULAR

Bucks fizz lava lamp! - Make an orange lava lamp that will instantly spherify on contact with the prosecco! Using gluconate, this is 
our theatrical and fun cocktail drink that guests will drink on arrival to set the mood for the activity…

Gelification - Turn liquids into solids instantly, using a pondweed, we will then make a Bloody Mary canape from the set tomato gel.

Hot and cold pickling – An ancient form of preservation that changes the structure of food using sugar and acids that makes food taste amazing.

Spherification - Make caviar balls out of beetroot juice, using a seaweed and form of salt grit, to create a reaction that will 
spherify liquids. We will then make some sushi to serve with our beetroot caviar balls.

Reverse spherification - Weird and wonderful at the same time, our slightly eccentric chefs have come up with a reverse egg, involving 
the use of chlorides and alginates. This will play with your mind, as you eat what looks like an egg, but tastes like mango and coconut.

Reverse grill – You’ve all heard of the gas grill, well this is our dry ice grill! We give guests fruit purees and toppings for them 
to make their own ice lollies on a dry ice grill, we will also show them how to make the most delicious sorbet using the dry ice.

Chocolate tempering - Our chef will teach the group how to temper chocolate using the seed crystallisation technique to 
calibrate the cocoa fats in chocolate. Guests can then make giant lollipops and buttons, with co2 that pops in the mouth 
and cocoa butter transfer sheets to take home.

OPTION 2: MOLECULAR BAKE OFF

Ice bubble coffee, with chocolate mocha spheres and co2 vanilla infused cream Traditional scones with Chantilly cream and strawberry orb
Sweet potato and butternut squash blinis with apple brunoise and beetroot caviar 

Co2 lollipops with cocoa transfers

OPTION 3: MOLECULAR COCKTAILS
Whiskey sour with hickory smoke bubble Mojito with passion fruit caviar
Helium lime clouds
Dry ice Bloody Mary slushy.

OPTION 4: MOLECULAR SORBETS AND ICE CREAM MAKING (LIQUID NITROGEN)
Chocolate ice cream with orange caviar
Black pepper and strawberry ice cream in a fruit cone
Passionfruit sorbet with a mango and coconut egg, and raspberry sorbet in a chocolate cone.



Tea or coffee, what's your brew?! Get together with colleagues for a
unique tea and coffee tasting experience, learning all about the
harvesting and ethics behind these drinks we love so much…

We will teach guests all about ‘coffee cupping’, a recognized practice
used worldwide for scoring the quality and aromas in a particular brew.
We will also teach you about cold brewing and how it affects the
flavour. Our expert will chat through different ways in making a
perfect cup of tea including oolong, chia and black teas, with tips and
tricks to correctly taste these beverages. We will also taste a range of
coffee and touch on some of the liquors which can be added. There
will also be an opportunity for questions from your guests.

This event is a great way to bring together your team, to network and
try something new. After attending this session, you will certainly
learn to appreciate every cup of tea and coffee moving forwards
whatever your preference!

Notes

Activity duration: 1.0 – 2.0 hours

Location: Indoors

Guest numbers: 5 – 1000



Mix it up with this fully interactive session which encourages teams to 
battle it out behind our stylishly sophisticated   mobile   cocktail   bar.   With   
detailed  instruction   from   our  award   winning   cocktail flairbartenders,
be prepared for some serious fun while you learn how to prepare - to
perfection - some of the world’s favourite cocktails; and serve them with style!

Within this fun and inspired workshop, you’ll be taught the basic techniques to
becoming a world class
mixologist:

• Liquor Knowledge - Learn which spirits go well together, and where spirits /
liquors come from.

• Flairing (bottle juggling) - After a demonstration from one of our expert 
bartenders you’ll be invited to try
your hand at this entertaining art. (Bounce mats and plastic bottles provided!)

• Procedure - In teams you’ll be shown the particulars of producing classic 
cocktails.

• Front bar skills - You’ll be taught service skills, including pouring cocktails with
flair!

• The Finale - Nearing the end of the session, teams will be asked to design a
cocktail
with a suitable name, incorporating all skills learned in the 
workshop… including flairing! You’ll then be invited up to the 
bar to present your creation to the other teams and trainers.

What is included - Award winning cocktail flair bartenders, specialist cocktail 
equipment, shakers and all accompaniments, bespoke menus, bounce 
mats, 1.5m - 3m bar (please make sure venue doors are 1.0m wide), glass 
ware, premium spirits, soft drinks, garnishes, fruits and ice.

Notes 
Activity Duration: 1 – 2.5 hours
Guest Numbers: 10 – 300
Please note that we also offer wine, champagne, whisky, rum and gin tasting activities.



TASTING

With years of experience, our lively and personable wine connoisseurs will
create an ambient atmosphere in which you can enjoy the world of wine.
Interactive and engaging, our experts will have you utterly engrossed
with their understanding and knowledge.

Divided into teams, you’ll be put through your paces and taught tasting
techniques as you tease your taste buds with a selection of quality wines
from around the world. You’ll soon have a portfolio of tricks and tips to
help you identify quality wines and navigate a restaurant wine list.

Striking exactly the right balance between entertainment and education, the
tasting is pitched at a level that ensures everyone can participate and
thoroughly enjoy the event. Your guests will be transformed into a bunch of
budding wine experts before you know it! The format of our Wine
Tasting activity is flexible and can be as entertaining, informative or
competitive as you desire! The session can be standalone, or be in the
form of some fun and interactive entertainment before, during, or even
after dinner.

What is included: Qualified wine expert, assistant(s) for larger groups, 8
wines to taste including: white, red, rose, sparking etc, wine tasting quiz,
wine tasting glasses, artisan breads (cheeses with upgraded wines option)
spittoons, tasting notes and rib sheets.

Notes
Activity Duration: 

Guest Numbers:
1.0 - 2.0 hours 

10 – 200

We also offer cocktail workshops, champagne, whisky, rum and gin tasting activities



This truly unique way of experiencing Gin is a must for the Gin lover.

Fully immersive, this programme will take you from 1100 (that’s the year, not the 
time) to the present day in 1 - 2 hours. But, fear not, they’ll be plenty of stops 
along the Gin highway for sampling!

Apart from the chance to taste several examples of Gin taken from all over world, 
we will demonstrate both classic and modern ways to serve it, be it the perfect 
G&T, a classic Gin Martini or a modern Gin Cocktail.

To ensure you’ve learned all we can teach you, you’ll be set a range of tasks, and 
we’ll put your taste buds to the test – the best will receive some exciting prizes! If 
you’re not the biggest Gin drinker, or concerned one of your group may not be, 
we have enough treats to keep them interested, and after this event, they may 
well become a fan!

Activity Overview: The origin of Gin, how Gin shaped England, how Gin is made 
and drank, different ways to enjoy Gin, team games, prizes and lots of fun.

Notes 
Activity duration: 1 – 2 hours
Other: We also offer cocktail, wine, champagne, whisky and rum workshops



Evening Activities
When the hard work ends, it’s time to unwind with these incredible evening activities.



Firebird Events invite you to a rare and unforgettable evening of drama, intrigue, laughter and excitement. This is a
murder mystery event like no other, with performances and scripting that will make you feel as though you’ve stepped
onto a film set!

You and your guests are the key witnesses to a brutal murder. You must solve the clues to crack the case and discover the
guilty party, before they strike again..! The plot… ‘Murder at Lovelace Manor’. A classic turn of the Twentieth Century 
mystery; you’ve been invited to a charity evening at the home of Lord and Lady Lovelace, when the evening suddenly takes
a turn for the worse….. As the story unfolds, no‐one avoids suspicion. Using your powers of deduction, you must analyse
the evidence needed to bring any dirty secrets and sordid lies to the fore and bring the culprit to justice.

Suitable for any size event, our murder mysteries are the perfect solution for private dinner parties, corporate 
events or as a team building activity.

Suggested format (teams/tables should between 5 ‐ 12 delegates)

Guests arrive for pre‐dinner drinks as actors mingle with your guests.
Lord Lovelace announces dinner and guests are escorted to the dining
room. The murder is committed!
Starter is served, and clue packs are handed out.
The team investigations begin, suspects are brought forward and interviewed. 
Main course is served.
The investigation continues. The final suspects are interviewed, and twists unfold.
Dessert is served. Characters mingle with guests, giving teams the chance to interview
suspects. Teams present their findings
The denouement.
Evening is brought to a close and the winning team awarded their prize.

7.00pm
7.40pm
7.45pm
8.00pm
8.20pm
8.30pm
9.00pm
9.20pm
9.45pm
10.15pm
10.30pm

What is included:

4‐6 professional actors playing 5‐7 characters, with bespoke script.
Blank firing starting pistol, provision of team names, clue packs and posting of room clues. All props and character costumes.

Site preparation and technical coordination with venue staff.

Notes

Sound system: For more than 100  guests a surround sound system, radio microphones and technicians will be required, cost: POA
Activity duration: Normally over dinner for 2.5 ‐ 3.5 hours

Guest numbers: 10 – 150
Our requirements: A dressing room in close proximity to the dining room, hot food and soft drinks for all performers, prize for the winning team i.e. 
bottle of Champagne



Evening Challenge.
The Evening (or Lunchtime!) Spy Challenge runs alongside a meal and is run with each table becoming team, who are competing against the other tables for

the coveted Spy Dollars! Challenges and activities are run at each banqueting table, by pooling together the groups knowledge and skills. This is usually held

on banqueting rounds of 8-10 participants, but we can be flexible on this to accommodate whatever you’d like.

This event is a great way to create interaction and communication, without disrupting the dinner service. Participants remain seated with their team whilst

special agents deploy various activities and challenges to their table. Initially, a locked briefcase is given to each team and they need to crack the code to open

the case. Once inside, a number of paper based observational challenges will test the tables knowledge and skills.

In between courses, the tables are invited to take part in further code breaking challenges, as well as a surveillance challenge after watching a short clip from a

famous James Bond film! All challenges are completed to gain as many Spy Dollars as possible, providing entertainment from the moment guests sit down at the

tables, until the meal has finished.

After dessert, all cash and answer sheets are collected and the table/team with the most Spy Dollars at the end of the evening will be crowned ‘Spy Challenge

Champions’, with each member of the team receiving a coveted winner’s medal!

Typical running times for this event is from 7.00pm – 9.30pm, but we can be flexible to suit your event.

Notes

Activity Duration: Over a meal

Guest Numbers: 10 - 500

Our Requirements: 2 x 6ft x 2ft trestle tables for our equipment



PUB

Teams compete in a series of pub quiz rounds and
activities for prizes and the ultimate glory of being
crowned quiz champions! All the fun of a pub quiz
with classic rounds as well as added audio, visual

and practical rounds.

Rounds can include:

Intro Round (Audio Round) - Teams identify the popular song from its intro.

General Knowledge (Quiz Round) - One for the braniacs. A variety of 
general knowledge questions guaranteed to be a pain in the brain!

Observation Round (Audio & Visual Round) - Teams are shown a clip 
from a popular TV show and must watch carefully as questions

will be asked about what they’ve just seen.

Celebrity Mash Up (Visual Round) - Teams are shown famous faces 
fused together and must identify both celebrities.

Linguistic Equations (Quiz Round) - Not as scary as they sound but 
still a brain buster! Teams must identify the popular 

numerical saying. For example, 365=DIAY.

Extreme Close Up (Visual Round) - Teams must identify common 
household items that have been photographed REALLY close up!

Giraffe (Practical Round) - Teams compete to build the tallest
free-standing giraffe out of newspapers! Lots of fun but also
requires skill, science and even engineering! (Yes, honestly!)

Notes

Guest Numbers: 10 – 200

Activity Duration: 1.0 – 2.5 hours typically over dinner

Our Requirements: Tables and chairs for guests

and 3 x 6ft x 2ft trestle tables for our equipment



Let us entertain you with a night at the races…. Experience the thrill of a 
flutter on the horses, and hold on tight through an action packed evening, 
all in the comfort of your chosen venue.

Fabulously themed, and hosted by our amazing Compere, this is a fun and 
all- inclusive activity for everyone. Typically run between courses and at the 
end of dinner, our Compere will present 6 – 8 races. Using large screens and 
a professional sound system, you’ll feel as though you’re really there.

Following an engaging introduction, each table 
(team) will be given some starting fun money. You 
must then work together to decide which horse(s) to 
back and what you’re prepared to gamble at the tote 
desk. Run by our operators, our themed tote’s digital 
betting system ensures a quick pay-out!

With commentary run alongside each race, you’ll 
feel the build-up of excitement. With every race a 
close call, and the winner in doubt right up to the 
post, you’ll be put through your paces, shouting and 
cheering as you watch your horse jockeying for 
position on the home stretch. Hands down, this is 
the most entertaining, amusing and comfortable 
night at the races around – Let the racing begin !

Our requirements: 6 x 4ft of space per tote, space at the front of the room for compere and screens, a
dressing room in close proximity to the dining room, hot food and soft drinks for all operators, prize for
the winning team i.e.: bottle of Champagne
Activity time: 2 hour activity (6 races)



Activities can include up to 5 of the following, plus finale:

• Balloon Modelling - Teams must recreate an amazing balloon model after watching the demonstration.

• Giraffe - Create the tallest free-standing giraffe using only newspaper and sellotape. Random, but fun!

• Cake Decorating - Groups must portray their team through the medium of cake decoration!

• Doctors and Nurses - Teams are given a first aid lesson before bandaging up their team mates and sending their best patient to the front for Matron’s inspection.

• Face Painting - After a demonstration, teams must give each other a make-over with face paints!

• Plate Spinning - Master the art of plate spinning, which isn’t as easy as it looks!

• Trashy Fashion - Design and create an outfit out of bin bags, ribbons, and other craft materials for one of your team to model.
Strutting their stuff on the catwalk, they must wow the judges with your stylish garment!

• Body Parts (“Pin the Coccyx on the Sacrum”) - Teams stick pictures of unidentified body parts in the anatomically correct place on a team mate, but will they pass
our diagnosis?

• Human Conveyor Belt- Finale - The two highest scoring teams compete for the winning title in our human conveyor belt. Teams pass random objects along to
each other and are awarded points for every item they can remember. Cuddly toy included!

What is included: Standard format of 5 activities, plus finale. Game show presenter, event crew , activity instructors, PA system, music (including
Generation Game theme tune), LCD projector, big screen, scoreboard, ‘clap-o-meter’, all activity equipment, team packs and stationery and prizes

Notes
Activity Duration: 1 - 3.5 hours
Guest Numbers: 10 – 600 

The De-Generation Game is a hilarious homage to the TV show that was so popular
in the 70s, 80s and 90s. Packed with seriously silly, but fantastically funny games –
this is an activity that works brilliantly as an ice-breaker or for teams who know each
other well.

Teams will need to battle it out with challenges ranging from Moari HAKA dancing to
balloon modelling and cake decoration. Does your team have what it takes to make
it through the Human Conveyor Belt to take the top prize? With everyone pulling
together, these games are brilliant for team bonding, but more than that, they are
fun. Remember, “Life is the name of the game.”



Game Show Mania 

Be a quiz show contestant, and see how well you do when the spotlight’s on you. 
Featuring a medley of activities from TV game shows, this interactive game is a classic. 

Rounds Include:

• Countdown - Attempt to make the longest word possible while the time ticks away and the annoying music plays!

• Catchphrase - Say what you see. Solve Mr Chips’ picture riddles to reveal every day phrases.

• Shooting Stars - The ‘Pub Singer’ round. Teams must guess which popular song is being sung in the hilarious pub singer style!

• The Krypton Factor - The famous observation round. Watch the comedy clip closely before answering the questions.

• Play Your Cards Right - A knock out round. Use your arrows to correctly predict whether the next card in the sequence will be higher or lower (you get nothing for a pair!)

• Generation Game - Teams must recreate an amazing balloon model after watching the demonstration.

• Task Master - A hilariously quirky round - teams can gamble their points by betting on their team mates’ performances in some fun activities. 

Notes
Activity Duration: 1 - 3 hours
Guest Numbers: 10 – 500 +
Package incudes: Game show presenter, PA system, game show music, sound effects, LCD projector, screen, team packs, stationery and fun prizes.



Great evening entertainment, unrivalled networking and the opportunity to test your 
investment skills. Antiques Auction is an ideal activity to hold around your evening dinner. 
It provides a fantastic way for your team to just relax and enjoy themselves.

As your dinner guests have their pre-dinner drinks, they are greeted by our esteemed auctioneer and 
team. With catalogue in hand, your surprised guests can then chat with each other and view the 
auction lots situated around them. Before dinner and between courses, we auction off each of the 
items to the group. They all start off with a handsome credit balance to play with, so it’s not long 
before the arm chair experts, wine buffs and art critics are sucked into the bidding wars.

After the money is spent and the risky bids are all done, Miss Funnypenny (our accounts manager) 
will cook the books to find out which table bought the bargains and swerved the red herrings. Only 
one table can be victorious but it’s hilarious to find out the ridiculous over-spending from the others!

Debate, confirm or discard is the name of the game, keeping one eye on the credit and another on 
potential dodgy deals. Our Antiques Auction is specifically designed to add tremendous fun and 
excitement to your corporate dinner without disrupting the meal. It provides an ideal opportunity 
for people to get to know each other and to find mutual interests. Participants have a great time.

Costs & Notes
Guest numbers: 10 - 80
Activity time: 2 hours (normally over a meal)



CRASHING 
WAITERS

Surprise your guests with the hugely 
popular Crashing Waiters. Mingling with 

your guests, our professional musicians will 
pose as waiters, bar staff, the chef or

Maitre d’.

After a while your guests will notice that 
some of the ‘waiting staff’ are nosier than 

expected. After a cacophony of crashes, 
guests will find that a rhythm has been

created.

Using kitchen utensils, water butts, metal trays and body percussion,
The Crashing Waiters will serve up beats, tempos and rhythms,
stunning your guests with an amazing ‘Stomp’ like performance. Then
it’s your guests’ turn to try it out, with table‐to‐table competitions
getting everyone involved. Crashing Waiters is a fast paced, fun and
interactive musical act at the top of its game, and perfect for
everyone.

Notes
What Is Included: Crashing waiters (fully costumed), kitchen utensils / other themed
instruments for guests to play and keep, selection of performance instruments, chef hats /
aprons for guest ‘soloists’ and an event never to be forgotten!

Sound requirements: For larger events a good quality recognised surround sound system,
1 x head set microphone, sound operator may be required. Firebird Events can provide the
aforementioned if required: Price from £700.00

VIDEO CLICK HERE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9RCxTOUlQ8


Play like a pro, recreate the atmosphere of Vegas and Monte 
Carlo and get your pulse racing with a gamble on our 
impressive casino tables. Whether your game is Blackjack, 
Roulette, Poker or Craps, you can enjoy the night in style and 
get frivolous with our fun money.

From a small dinner party, to a large conference, our 
professional, friendly and experienced team can transform your 
venue into a top class casino. Package includes full size tables, 
professional croupiers, chips and Firebird fun money.

Notes

Playing time: up to 3 hours

Table options: Roulette, Blackjack, Poker & Craps / Roll a Dice 

Blackjack / Poker: 2m x 1.5m (playing area 3m x 2m)

Roulette: 2.4 m x 1.5m (playing area 3m x 2.5m)



Enjoy the fast and furious fun of Brands Hatch, Le Mans and Monaco… in miniature! Test your speed, agility
and thumb reflexes, as you jostle for pole position on our giant custom built race track. Pit yourself against
your guests, and hope you make it to the chequered flag first. Spraying Champagne into the audience to
celebrate, is up to you!

Key Features:

• Computerised scoring (Variety of racing structures available from a fastest time competition to a points‐ 
based championship and Team Mode; We have a style to suit any event)

• Quick and easy to assemble in virtually any venue, across the UK or abroad.

• All of our racing tracks come with a skilled member of our events team to provide race commentary and 
organise the competition.

• Large scale branding opportunities; customisation of the track and cars provides a fun and unique visual 
marketing option.

• Digital display or “Top Gear” style leader board can be provided to heighten the competitive fun.

• You can have multiple Giant Scalextric tracks at an event, we can provide up to 10 per event!

Notes

Activity duration: up to 3 hours

Space required: from 4.5m wide x 2.2m deep

For video CLICK HERE

https://youtu.be/q5mzM-4sM38


Event Management and Notes

Event Management

Notes

From conception through to delivery, our dedicated team will ensure that every detail of your event is taken care of, leaving you free to enjoy your day. Rest assured we can provide all the support you
need…

Our Event Management packages can include the following (as required):

• Coordination with venue staff over technical requirements

• Site visit prior to event

• Site plans for large scale events

• CAD drawings to determine room layouts

• Provision of Health and Safety documents ie: Risk Assessments

• A professional and friendly onsite Event Manager for the duration of the event

Event management requirements will be discussed on an individual event basis and quoted for accordingly - POA

• All prices are subject to VAT at the current rate.

• All prices are subject to availability.

• Prices may be subject to change.

• All prices where an event set up fee is stated are subject to the relevant per head fee on top.

• Some services or items may be subject to minimum order fee.

• Prices may be subject to travel and accommodation charges.

• Full payment will be due 30 days prior to event date (unless a credit account has been agreed in advance).

• Soft or hot drinks (weather dependent) should be provided for our team throughout the duration of the event.

• Depending on length of the event, hot food may be required for the team.

This document is the property of Firebird Events Ltd. It includes information, advice, recommendations and prices that are of a strictly confidential nature. Therefore the document is tendered on the express understanding that its contents are copyright

and that the ideas and recommendations expressed in it are, and remain, the intellectual property of Firebird Events Ltd. It should be understood that no information contained in this document should be divulged to any third party without our prior

written consent. In instances where a breach of this copyright is brought to our attention, please be advised that it is company policy to take necessary actions to protect our intellectual property in the event of imitation or any other such use of the

content of this and similar documents.

Copyright



Team Building Testimonials

“The activities went down a storm, with much laughter and frivolity. The picture we 
painted and then put together afterwards was nothing short of incredible.”

Collective Solutions for Axial Systems

“All of your staff were helpful, friendly and professional, I really couldn’t fault them. 
The activities were fun and everyone was included. I wouldn’t hesitate to 

use Firebird Events again!” 

Crystal Maze, Rodeo Bull & Gladiator Jousting for Cadline

“Amazing as always! Your team were absolutely first class and really added to the 
enjoyment! Somehow we need to raise the bar again for 2020!”

The Cube Team Event for Aviator

“Fantastic team, brilliant event, everyone was still talking and laughing 
about it the next day, thank you“

Murder Mystery for VMWare

“Such a fantastic company with incredible event options. I was absolutely delighted 
with the whole day, the support on the lead up and on the day was also amazing, really 

reassuring. Everyone is still talking about the fun we had 
- you have helped me to set the bar.”

Country Pursuits for Capital Group Companies Global

“The client had an absolute ball with the CEO shouting at the top of his voice on the rib 
“This is the best day ever!!” Everyone loved it, so thanks for everything”

Rib Blast Treasure Hunt on behalf of Clear Partners Ltd

“The activity was so much fun, such a great one to encourage team work ....thank you 
for your support, the team are well aware who provided this, 

it’s one we will recommend I promise”

Chocolate Factory Challenge for Four Seasons UK Collection Event 

“It was a great event!  Have to say I haven’t seen our team laughing and enjoying 
themselves like that for a long time. The tasks that were set were excellent, all different 
and challenging in different ways.  I’m so pleased with how smoothly everything went, 

a big thank you to you and all the team!!”

GPS Treasure Hunt for Syngenta


